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Novel into Play: Heinrich Boll's 'Clown'
at the Mossoviet Theatre in Moscow
Henry Glade

There has been a long and venerable Russian tradition of adapting classic and
contemporary novels for the stage. Add to this proclivity Heinrich Boll's status as
the most popular living Western author in the Soviet Union and it would seem quite
likely that one of his works would be dramatized.1 Of all of Boll's works it was
Ansichten eines Clowns which most captured the imagination of Soviet artists soon
after its publication in Russian in 19642, and they adapted it for dramatic readings.
Dramatic readers, such as Azarin, were the first to present readings of The Clown .
Subsequently, and more noteworthy, Alexander Kutepov (an actor at the Soviet
Army Theatre in Moscow) started giving 'literary concerts' of The Clown in Moscow
and Leningrad, directed by B. Morgunov. In a recital of almost two hours (with one
intermission) he keeps his audience spell-bo,und with his sensitive, well-paced presentation which stays very close to the spirit of Boll's novel.
One actor went on to develop his one-man Clown reading to a full stage adaptation. G. Bortnikov, a 1962 graduate of the Moscow Art Theatre School and one of
the superstars of the Mossoviet Theatre, presented his Clown reading at the Moscow
Art Club. In an interview, published in Sowjetunion heute (May 16, 1968), Bortnikov
eloquently expresses his continuing fascination with the works of Boll :
Wann immer ein neues Werk von Boll in russischer Sprache erscheint,
beschaffe ich es mir sofort. Die Welt seiner Gedanken und Gefiihle ist fiir
mich von grossem Interesse. Sein Buch "Ansichten eines Clowns" schlug
mich vollig in seinen Bann .. ..
The enthusiastic response to Bortnikov's readings and the encouragement of Yu.
Zavadsky, the chief regisseur of the Mossoviet Theatre and a pupil of Vakhtangov,
led Bortnikov to adapt the novel for the stage, with the collaboration of the late
regisseur B. Nord. It is Bortnikov's production in every respect: he not only adapted
the novel and designed the sets, but he also plays the title role and co-directs. 3
Bortnikov has staged the play in an open set, hung with acrobat's safety nets
which to a Riga theatre critic "symbolize the snares of the bourgeois world in which
Schnier the clown is fated to live and suffer. "4 The set is sparsely furnished with
a few props, which are lighted for each scene, such as a bathroom door, a bed for
the love scene, a shelf with a few cartons for the scene with Derkum in his stationery store, and a huge candelabra for a cocktail party in Bonn.
Naturally, time is the formative principle of the novel, whereas space forms the
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drama. The problem of the transposition of the tri·1evel temporal structure of the
novel (present, past and future) is imaginatively solved by Bortnikov by dividing
the set into three areas. s In the main arena the actual events of Hans Schnier's 31/2
hours in Bonn are enacted; from there he telephones characters on the left and right
stage. The side-stage areas are also used for Hans's reminiscences, while his projections of the future are acted out in semi-darkness up center stage. A jazz combo is
at the left of the proscenium.
To the accompaniment of kettle drums, Bortnikov enters from the back of the
theatre coming down the center aisle. Tall, graceful, and handsome, with warm,
flashing, expressive eyes, he is the Soviet Gerard Philippe, . as the French press
dubbed him in 1965 when the Mossoviet Theatre toured in Paris. Gently patting the
heads of his admirers who sit in the aisle, Bortnikov slowly makes his way toward
the center stage. He wears bright blue trousers, a bright red sweater and velvet
jacket and carries a marionette (see
photo) . The stage now fills with the
Clown's retinue of six clowns, sub-clowns
one might call them, who help to create
the variete atmosphere for the Bochum
scene which opens the first act. Schnitzler, Kinkel and Sommerwild draped in
judges' robes interrogate Schnier. He answers that he is a clown, with no church
affiliation and twenty-seven years old.
The 'judges' respond by pointing accusingly at him when he says he is a clown
by occupation. Bortnikov then steps to the
front of the stage, turns to the audience
and reads a long excerpt from the beginning of the novel, starting with "Almost
every day for five years I had left for
somewhere and arrived somewhere ... "6
Following the exchange between the landlady and Hans (see photo), the lighting
shifts to signal the beginning of Hans's
reminiscences which take up the remainder of the first act.
In contrast to the novel, the flashbacks
are arranged chronologically. Hans appears as a boy, then a radio voice shouts:
"The Holy German earth calls you. You
must go to the front." The 'Nazi swine'
episode with Schnitzler, Hans's parents,
and Kinkel is enacted. In quick succes-
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sian, without any breaks, there follows : the Hans/Schnitzler dialogue from chapter
4 ; the Derkum dialogue; the pivotal Marie chapter ; Hans with Derkum after the

seduction; the Clown's monologue in which he tells of his first weeks with Marie
in Cologne; a pantomime: the General; the General's widow pleads with Hans; the
bitter quarrels between Hans and Marie in Hannover; Marie leaves Hans and Bortnikov moves to the front of the stage, embracing the microphone, he huskily sings:
Marie, Marie, Marie ...
You alone.
Only you. You aloneMarie.
The night swings
Lanterns in the window.
But you are no longer there, Marie.
Warmth and lightsAre meaningless
Without you,
Do you hear, Marie?
Prayers. Dreams. Words.
AltarsThese are all insignificant trifles, Marie.
The grass and leaves, and seasThis is you.
This is you. You aloneMarie.
How did all this happen? I cannot live without you, I cannot stand to be
alone. Read to me, like in the old days, what they wrote about King Solomon. (pp. 37-38)
The second act chronicles Hans Schnier's 31/2 hours in Bonn. Sommerwild and
Kinkel are shown to be absurd and pompous. Kinkel prays before a group of monks
constantly fussing with their rosaries: "Our Father, we beseech thee, to give us the
power to realize the spiritual strength of St. Francis of Assissi, st. John Chrysostom,
Thomas Aquinas , Becket and Ionesco, Kafka, Brecht" (p. 41). The Bonn assemblage
wears drab colors in sharp contrast to the brighter costumes of Hans and his circle.
The actors playing the establishment roles are quite successful with their Teutonization, although it is near caricature at times. Kalick is stereotyped as an incorrigible fascist and constantly and threateningly raises his eyebrows. Frau Schnier
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with her unchanging frozen arrogance and her mechanical echoing of the last words
of sentences is evil incarnate.
The anti-Bonn slanting of the adaptation is most evident during the Bonn cocktail
party on Frau Schnier's jour fixe . Much is made of Kinkel's lectures on homosexuality
and the General's complaint about the lack of prostitutes in Bonn. Frau Kinkel in a
decollete dress defiantly raises her glass to drink a toast to revanche. 7
After the party, Hans meets James Ellis who expounds on the relationship between
art and money. The scene with Hans and his father keeps close to the novel. After
telephone calls to Bela Brosen and Sommerwild, Hans lets his imagination roam,
and he visualizes Marie and Ziipfner at an audience with the Pope:
.. . and the good pope will bless this lechery! Go ahead, prelate! Hail the law!
The dogma! Law! How low can you get! Come on, prelate! My head is spinning and
my vision darkens. Get going , prelate! (Sings)
Clown's Prayer

.Thanks be to thee , Lord
For all thy designs !
For all illness and sufferingI thank thee, Lord.
I thank thee, Lord.
That all is made smaller by thee,
Joy, praise, and womanI thank thee , Lord.
I thank thee , Lord
For all the earthly transgressions ,
For thirst, want, and sufferingI thank thee, Lord.
I thank thee, Lord
For a bondsman's midday of duplicity,
For lies, betrayal, and suffocationI thank thee, Lord.
I thank thee, Lord.
For despising a friend ,
For all fires and ashy remainsI thank thee, Lord.
I thank thee!
We have had it with our fate,
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With your tender concern.
And we beg the help of the Almighty
To part company with thee. (pp. 70-71)
Telephone conversations with Monika Silvs and Leo precede the Clown's departure for the Bonn Railroad Station. The play closes with the Clown's self-definition:
"I am a Clown. I collect moments."
The final words of the play "I collect moments" ironically point to the disparity
between Boll's intent and Bortnikov's dramatization. It should be recalled that the
novel originally had the title "Augenblicke," which is, to my mind, vastly more
appropriate than Ansichten eines Clowns. Ansichten eines Clowns , in turn. is closer
to the spirit of the novel than the Russian title Through the Eyes of a Clown which
in the adaptation then becomes. to all intents and purposes. Through the Eyes of
Bortnikov. And how does Bortnikov see the novel?
First, Bortnikov was dependent on the two variant Russian translations. Some
misunderstandings can be attributed to this, not the least of which is the change of
title to Through the Eyes of a Clown. Nor are the critics of the Moscow press aware
of this change, since they saw special significance in the Russian title and judged
that Bortnikov did not go far enough in his condemnation of the Bonn establishment. 8
Second, Bortnikov opted for a stylized approach. partially dictated by his desire
to portray Hans both as an artist and as a clown, "for his [Hans's] art is his life.
Therefore, pantomimes were added. Hans's musical and poetic talent prompted the
inclusion of songs and musical monologues. " 9 The result is a mixed-media show.
or. in Soviet parlance, 'synthetic' theater of which Yu. Lyubimov's Taganka Theatre
is the prime example. More specifically. in the words of the critic 1. Vasilinina. "in
looking at the stage one is reminded of Chaplin. the musical. Brecht. the variety
stage, Marcel Marceau. poster art. jazz, and costume art."tO Certainly for the Moscow
theatre-goers this type of show is an exciting novelty and it must be conceded that
Bortnikov has considerable talent as mime and popular singer.
Third, in a more literary sense. Bortnikov's adaptation focusses on two aspects
of a novel whose complexity and ambiguity brought forth a wide spectrum of critical response:1t 1) the socio-political and 2) the subjective or lyrical. This view parallels the literary interpretation of The Clown taken by T. Motylyova in her The
Contemporaneous Foreign Novel Today, where this novel is considered as one of
the "felicitous examples" of the 20th century lyrical novel (along with Drei Kameraden and Catcher in the Rye). In contrast to the Western conception of the genre
of lyrical fiction, t2 T. Motylyova's criteria include both the social and the lyrical
elements .
. . . the entire structure of personal thoughts and feelings of the hero-narrator carries within itself a clearly perceptible social basis ...
Clown Hans Schnier's musings are filled with extremely keen. explosive
social content. which goes far beyond the bonds of the personal biography
of this awkward and emotionally fragile, honest, kind man.13
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The dominant socio-political tone of the production is quite clear but the distortions are disquieting. As Hermann Porzgen aptly remarks, what happens to the
Clown in Moscow is exactly what Boll/ Schnier had tried so hard to prevent in
Erfurt, namely, the exploitation of the shadier sides of the socio-political and ecclesiastical fabric of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1962 for the edification of
the non-capitalistic world. 14 However, the impact of the socio-political message
on the young Mossoviet spectators seems slight. Moreover, the anti-establishment
theme can cut both ways. It is the stirring evocation of the personal, intimate lyrical
tone and the love story which affects the audience. Poetry, of course, is the art
closest to the Russian heart, and, in this connnection, it is interesting to note that in
the first Soviet review of the novel, Lev Kopelev interpreted it primarily in terms of
its lyricisms.1s Further, it is significant that nearly half of the productions of one of
the most vital theatres in the Soviet Union today, Lyubimov's Taganka Theatre, can
be subsumed under the rubric of 'poetic production. '16 In addition to the lyrical tone
of the Mossoviet production, there is the overwhelming popularity and drawing
power of Heinrich Boll as well as of Bortnikov. With all this , is it any wonder that
after five years and over 150 performances The Clown is very much alive, quite well
and packing them in at the Mossoviet Theatre in Moscow?
Manchester College
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NOTES
dramatizations of novels of interest here are, among others, Remarque's Drei Kameraden
(Theatre of Ermolova) and J. D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye (Theatre of Satire) .
2lnostranlUlja Iiteratura, 1964, translated by R. Rait-Kovaleva and in book form by Progress,
Moscow, 1965, translated by L. Chemaia. Both translations are entitled "Glazami klouna":
''Through the Eyes of a Clown."
3 Co-directors are Yu. Belov and I. S. Anisimova-Vul'f. The lyrics are by G. Pozhenjan and the
music by Yu. Saul'skij.
4 M. Schnaider, Golos Riga, 18 July 1969.
S The Radok production in DUsseldorf adopted the Moscow tripartite staging (with the addition
of curtains for each area, however) .
6 VTO. Rhotaprint (n. d.), p. 3. Subsequent references are to this edition and appear in the text.
7 Heinrich Boll strenuously objected to this during the after-performance discussion-spring,
1970--with the director, the regisseurs and the cast of the Mossoviet Theatre.
8 As, for example, A. Resnikova : "Through the Eyes of a Clown is not only the title of a novel by
Heinrich Boll but also his principle, his concealed and sensitive nerve. These eyes--appraising,
merciless and suffering, this gaze from the side-suddenly disappear in the play. Perhaps
V. Soshal'skaja [playing the mother] alone does not forget this even for a moment. But how do
the other negative characters play their parts alongside the powerful image created by her?
M. Pogorzhel'zki j, for example, in the role of the father is dolefully concrete and literal. And
yet with Boll this character is no less frightful than Frau Schnier." Verchernaja Moskva, March
16, 1968
9 Interview with Bortnikov by G. Bel'skaia "Tri 'Casa iz zhizni aktera," Moskovskij komsomolec,
10 July 1968.
10 Teatr, No.8, 1968, p. 28.
11 See Henry Glade, "Soviet Views of Heinrich Boll," Arcadia, 7 (1972) No.1, 68-69.
12 See, for example, Ralph Freedman, The Lyrical Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1963 ).
13 Zarubezhny roman segodnja (Moskva: Sovestkij pisatel', 1966), 344-345.
14 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 4 April 1968.
IS Sovremennaja xudozhestvennaja literatura za rubezhom, No.3, 1963, pp. 19-21.
16 Examples: Pugachev, by Sergei Esenin; Voznesensky's Antiworlds; The Fallen and the Living
and now Evtuchenko's Under the Skin of the Statue of Liberty.
1 Other
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